WHO WE ARE
Artisan Luthiers is a locally owned guitar shop located in Kennesaw, Georgia. We serve customers from beginners and intermediate to advanced players, and music shops.

WHAT WE DO
Artisan Luthiers offers services for acoustic guitar, electric guitar, and bass setups, repairs maintenance, mods, upgrades, refinishing, and custom builds.

CONTACT US
Phone: 678-402-6739
Email: Support@ArtisanLuthiers.com
Website: http://www.ArtisanLuthiers.com

HOURS
Mon – Fri 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Sunday Closed

DISCLAIMER: Offer subject to current Services Policy, Warranty Policy, and Bench Pricing. Call to confirm pricing and availability. With approval of Artisan Luthiers this offer may be eligible for special deals, discounts or promotional offers. We reserve the right to amend or retract this offer. This document was last updated February 4, 2019.

BASS SETUP
4, 5, 6 String Bass Guitar

When Does Your Bass Need This?
A bass setup should be done on every “new bass” and older bass guitar at least once a year. If your bass has playability issues, fret buzz, tuning problems, etc. your bass probably needs a professional setup.

What Does This Do for My Bass?
A professional bass setup effectively balances the numerous settings between the parts of your bass. This enables proper tone and resolves playability problems such as fret buzz, incorrect intonation, string action, and pickup heights, etc. Inspecting and cleaning keeps your bass looking great and can uncover hidden or potential problems.

What Does a Setup Include?
There is a specific process which requires many guitar technician tools to complete a proper bass setup. Inspection of certain parts may, or may not, mandate adjustments to the specific part. Our setup includes:

🎵 Check neck relief / truss rod
🎵 Check string action & pickup heights
🎵 Install new bass strings
🎵 Tune and calibrate intonation
🎵 Polish frets & condition fretboard
🎵 Clean and polish body, neck

What Does a Bass Setup Cost?
Our standard Bass Guitar Setup is only $65 + the cost of strings. There is a variable add-on fee for individual rail saddles, and Rickenbacker bridge systems.

How Do We Get Started?
Simply get in touch with us to arrange a time to meet. We offer door-to-door pickup and delivery service for a very nominal cost, or we have a drop-off & pick-up office on Cherokee Street in Kennesaw, Georgia.

For a fast response text us 24/7 at 770-654-3223 – Thanks!